Why I Don't Teach All Three Jurisdictions – Again
By Anna Von Reitz

The simple reason is that I don't have to. And you, as Americans, aren't required to
learn. I do truly believe that you all have something better to do than learn all the ins
and outs of foreign law, especially because Amendment XI specifically frees you from
that fate.
David Straight and a bunch of undocumented ninnies from various "patriot clubs" have
criticized me for not teaching all about the laws of all three jurisdictions air, land, and
sea --- and they pretend that they do, but they don't.
Land and soil are physical, actual, solid. This is where living people plant our feet and
where we have our "standing" in law. Get it? Standing as in "standing on your own two
feet". All the other jurisdictions accrue to us, so long as we are in our proper standing
on the land and soil of our country.
The air space above our heads becomes American air space, because we are standing on
the land below. The sea jurisdiction accrues to us because the water is lapping on our
shores.
This is why I teach people to return to their natural and proper jurisdiction as the
population of the land and soil, and don't worry about the rest of it, until and unless you:
(1) enter foreign air space, or (2) enter upon the High Seas and Navigable Inland
Waterways.
Amendment XI as of 1860 says that Americans are not responsible for knowing foreign
laws.
Our foreign British Territorial subcontractors and our Municipal subcontractors are
responsible for knowing foreign laws and obeying them; but, we Americans only need to

know and enforce our own Public Laws and the Constitutions -- and only from our side
of those contracts.
We need to know and organize to enforce our Constitutional Guarantees.
Other than that, we could give a fig.
When we asked Pope Benedict XVI to explain the existence of all these bogus
Municipal CORPORATIONS being operated in our names, he explained that for us,
Americans, they are gifts.
We said, "Gifts like the Trojan Horse?"
He said, "No, gifts, so you can participate in commerce if you want to or need to....like
giving someone a car. You don't have to pay for it, you don't have to use it. It's just a
gift...."
Most of us have no desire or need to participate in commerce, and the "acceptance" of
this gift has been mis-administered in such a way as to make it anything but a gift, but
the Pope stuck to his story that for Americans, these THINGS -- JOHN Q PUBLIC and
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS are all meant as gifts with no strings attached.
At the time, circa 2005, I thought he was just an old huckster pulling some kind of fast
one, but in retrospect I realize what he meant. So far as he knew, the ones owing all the
debts were British Persons, or his own Municipal citizens, not Americans.
"How would Americans be charged for debts they don't owe?" he asked in
bewilderment.
It's easy. They just self-interestedly "mistake" us for British Persons. And then they
make another "mistake" and create debtor Municipal CORPORATIONS named after us,
too.
The Black Robed Probate Administrators purposefully don't recognize us as Americans
and in that way, Americans have been taxed and harassed and incarcerated and pillaged
and plundered and billed for debts they don't owe for 160 years.
Which means that the Pope and the Queen and the Lord Mayor and their Banks all owe
us Americans a tremendous debt.

It also leaves us asking --- where is there any authority granted to anyone to run probate
courts-at-large in our country? Probate courts should only exist in the District of
Columbia. Not Nevada.
If you are an American, you're an American--- and as an American standing flat-footed
on your own land and soil with your own air jurisdiction above and the sea gently
lapping at your shores, none of the rest of this stuff actually concerns you.
As an American, you are owed exemption and peace and no claims of indebtedness at
all. So my mission is to alert as many Americans as possible and tell them to come back
home to the land and soil. Make it clear that you are an American and not a British
Person and not a Municipal PERSON at all.
Once that message is tattooed on the Public Record and pounded into the lexicon of the
Black Robes, we claim everything associated with us, including our right to be left
alone.
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